S w e e t t r e at s

Rose-Infused Greek Yogurt with Medjool Dates &
Fresh Mint 7
Aromatic and ultra, ultra rich and creamy. Drizzle with our
vanilla-infused palm nectar and satiate all earthly desires.
Pairing: Samovar Breakfast Blend, Nichi First Flush, Wei Qi Cha
Fudge Brownie with Green Tea Mousse 8
Intoxicating bittersweet fudge meets sumptuous matcha
mousse. Perfect for sharing with a partner… or savoring all
by yourself.
Pairing: Wuyi Dark Roast, Royal Palace, Fukamushi Sencha
Assorted Handmade Cookies 5
Four handmade cookies: matcha, lavender butter, cracked wheat
shortbread, oat crumble, matcha-swirl butter cookie. Each
delights the senses with its shape, size, texture and flavor.
Pairing: Golden Phoenix, Earl Grey, Nocturnal Bliss
Cherry Oat Scones (2) with Devonshire Cream & Jam 7
Satiating, salty-sweet and full-bodied. Succumb to these sugarsprinkled scones once and you’ll soon crave them morning,
noon and night.
Pairing: Earl Red, Lychee Black
Platter of Tea Sweets 17
Eight different delicacies, including goat cheese-stuffed dates, a
selection of our house sweets, and seasonal fruit.
Pairing: Honey Tie Kuan Yin, Blood Orange Pu-erh
Coconut Rice Pudding (v/g) 5
Comforting spices, satisfying textures and a sweetly earthy,
grainy flavor. This vegan treat is the culinary equivalent of
fireside snuggling during a rainstorm.
Pairing: Samovar Masala Chai, Bai Hao Oolong

About Our Tea
We source from small family farmers, “artists of the leaf,”
to deliver to you the most fresh, unique, delicious, seasonal
and environmentally sustainable teas and herbal infusions
available, anywhere. Every few weeks we get new arrivals
of really special, limited, single-origin teas. Please ask your
server “What’s new?” to find out about new tea arrivals.
About Our New Packaging
Have you noticed? No more metal tea tins. Our new
compostable tea box is packaging The Buddha would
approve of. It’s as impermanent and ephemeral as the tea
within. Fabricated entirely in this country, composed of
post-consumer cardboard, and held together with origami,
it turns to mud, just like your tea.
Vegan & Gluten-Free
You’ve asked, we’ve delivered—vegan & gluten-free options.
(v) Vegan | (v*) Can be made vegan | (g) Gluten-Free
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The Why of Samovar
Here at Samovar we exist to create positive human connection. And it’s really very simple. We use the tea experience as a
vehicle to help us connect deeper with ourselves and with each
other. We believe that if we can take the time to connect, to be
for just a moment, that not only are we more productive and effective in work and at home, but, that life actually gets better. For
everyone. Living just a little bit more awakened and connected,
life becomes more about , and less about . And after all, is where
it’s at. Really enjoying the little things, as well as the big things, is
what makes life worth living.
Okay... so we realized that it’s nice to have a clear mission (to
create positive human connection), but, that it’s critical to measure
how well we’re achieving that mission.
Welcome to our list of values.
We’ve created our values by drinking a lot of good pu-erh
tea, talking with customers, and chatting amongst ourselves.
And from our values we’ve created the Samovar Way...Of Life.
OF LIFE has become an acronym that represents the values our
company and us as individuals embody.
Openness Open to change and embracing it. Open to being überaware of our actions and our environment. People can spend their
lives practicing awareness and meditation to become more open.
We just try to remember to do it and to use tea as a way to practice being present to our world.
Fairness When people feel they are being treated fairly, they
feel great.They work better, connect better, and feel empowered.
When fairness becomes an issue, life gets worse. Sure, not everything is fair. Fairness is often in the eye of the beholder, so it’s
important to embody openness when striving for fairness and to
clearly communicate at all times.
Love At the end of the day and the end of our lives, it really is all
about love. What we leave in the wake of our time on this planet
are the reverberating relationships of people we’ve touched. How
do we live our lives creating more love? Tea and positive human
connection are about love. Love is paramount to making the world
go around, and we do everything in our power to embody it.
Integrity Integrity to us means having the courage to do the right
thing. Sometimes that feels uncomfortable. We’re a business and
need to ensure that we run efficiently, profitably, and in alignment
with our values and that we always look towards maintaining integrity.
Focus Without clear focus we can’t get anything done. With a
strong focus we can get tea made in record time, ensure customers are thrilled when they visit us, and that everything is happening as it should. Distraction is a big-time issue in the world today,
between phone, text, social media, e-mail, the news. Using rituals,
awareness, tea making, and connecting with our values we strive to
achieve focus to not only get more done, but to get it done better,
and with more joy.
Energy Life is energy, and our job at Samovar is to convert our energy and time into a phenomenal experience that creates positive
human connection.We strive to be energetic, efficient, fast, present,
and upbeat. Embodying energy is pretty easy for us, because we
can always just drink more tea.
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